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Gearing Up for Business Continuity and Resilience
In these uncertain times of a prolonged global health risk and an unprecedented financial crisis not seen since the 1929 Great Depression, businesses across the Asia/
Pacific region, including Hong Kong, face tough decisions in trying to stay open and maintain business as usual.
The shuttering of businesses has accelerated digital transformation (DX) for many businesses. IDC’s research shows that C-suite leaders are pushing the agenda further,
strategizing on blending digital into existing areas of business as well as enabling new business models as part of their strategic goals to not only stay competitive but also
ensure business continuity. Asia/Pacific businesses surveyed are looking to embark
on new operating models with an emphasis on both business and technology resilience.

56%

53%

45%

44%

are looking at digitalizing
operating models, with
higher adoption of automation,
contactless solutions, and video.

are centralizing data analytics
efforts through artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML).

are expanding customer
engagement models
online and digitally.

are revamping their business
continuity/disaster recovery
plans as part of their future
preparedness plans.

Source: IDC COVID Survey Wave 2, April 2020

These changes will lead to the rise of digital consumerism, pervasive adoption of analytics, and rapid innovation across industries. The ability to respond to these
changes has become a critical priority for businesses. To this end, enterprises will need to evolve their infrastructure to be highly agile and efficient in order to gain
the capabilities to scale, innovate, automate, and generate actionable insights.
This IDC InfoBrief looks at the role of a cloud-ready infrastructure in guaranteeing performance and agility, two essential requirements for businesses in the new digital era.
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Role of Infrastructure Modernization
Infrastructure modernization will play a critical role in enabling businesses to meet their strategic goals and fast-changing business requirements.
A recent IDC survey found that Hong Kong businesses are headed in the right direction, with priorities in the right areas such as storage area
networks (SANs) and network-attached storage (NAS).
Hong Kong respondents on their key investment areas and desired outcomes

Investment areas

26%

Investing in
automation
and system
management
software tools

18%

Modernizing
traditional core
business critical
applications

Outcomes

16%

14%

Deploying more
Replace
AI-enabled
disk-based SAN
software for
and NAS with
datacenter
All-Flash Array
operations to self- (AFA) storage
learn and adapt for
better resiliency

10%

Invest in
softwaredefined
datacenter
solutions

45%

43%

Digital transformation
Need for
demanding more business agility
shared, agile
demanding
and flexible
a cloud-led
infrastructure
strategy
resources

40%

Faster time to
market driving
the need for more
integrated systems

33%

Continuous
business
innovation
demanding
a hybrid IT
infrastructure
model

32%

Greater focus
on cognitive/
data analytics
investment
in higher-end
servers/storage
Infrastructure

Source: IDC Asia/Pacific Enterprise Infrastructure and Datacenter Survey

A cloud-led strategy is important to help businesses gain greater business agility; enjoy more shared, agile and flexible
infrastructures to drive digital transformation; adopt hybrid IT models to continue business innovation; and leverage
next-generation technologies such as AI and Internet of Things to ensure greater use of data analytics. Enterprises will require
new workloads that have different dynamics compared to traditional workloads as they use open application programming
interfaces (APIs), require a high degree of infrastructure agility and flexibility, and adopt containers as a preferred
development platform. These are essential to help enterprises unlock and grow new customer revenue streams.
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Software-defined Enabling Cloud IT Infrastructures
Digital transformation requires new IT architectures to support the explosive
growth in digital data and applications. However, traditional IT poses challenges in
delivering performance and service agility.
Today’s modern digital enterprise requires software-defined solutions to set the
stage in enabling cloud as well as future-ready infrastructures that are critical to
ensure performance and agility in a modern datacenter.

Software defined within the datacenter should not
be considered a “nice to have” but a “must have” strategy behind every
modern datacenter infrastructure.

Benefits of adopting software defined

However, IDC’s research shows that only one-quarter of Hong Kong enterprises
have adopted software-defined solutions in the areas of storage and networking.
This lukewarm response is a major concern, considering that adopters
of the technology have reaped key benefits.

26%

Have you adopted software-defined solutions
in your organization?

29%

29%

22%

Yes,
for the entire
data center

25%

Yes,
for storage
management
APEJ

Cost
optimization

29%
23%

Yes,
for networking

Hong Kong

19%

Reduced management
and provisioning
complexity

17%

A compulsory fundamental
step in building a cloud-based
IT infrastructure

Software defined is the fundamental step to embrace cloud-based
IT infrastructures. Cloud-first strategies serve as the foundation of all
successful digitally enabled enterprises. The shift from traditional IT to
cloud IT is real and continues to accelerate in today’s fast-paced
business environment. As complex digital transformation initiatives continue to
proliferate, flexibility and security are two major components that enterprises will have
to consider in building cloud-ready infrastructure in the new normal. There is no
one-cloud-fits-all solution. Hybrid cloud is the future of digital enterprises.

Source: IDC Asia/Pacific Enterprise Infrastructure and Datacenter Survey
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Hybrid Cloud Strategy Is the Future of Digital Enterprises
A mature cloud-ready infrastructure has the capabilities to manage multiple clouds using a common
set of tools and processes to support seamless application operation. Though public cloud spending
is seen as the juggernaut and continues to rise because of the cost saving benefit it brings, the
fact is that the installed base of on-premise applications remains high. These applications are
not recommended to be operated in a public cloud environment due to security and compliance
concerns. As Hong Kong enterprises gain more cloud expertise, they will look to move these
applications into a private cloud environment that can offer increased security, better compliance,
performance, control, and cost savings as well.
With the rise in hybrid cloud and software-defined datacenters, cloud repatriation can be expected
as enterprises optimize workloads and repatriate applications to achieve IT and business objectives
as well as ROI and expectations around key performance indicators.
IDC expects an increase in cloud adoption among Hong Kong enterprises in the next five years till
2024, with private cloud and public cloud1 to grow at compound annual growth rates (CAGR) of
8.4% and 12.2%, respectively.

Deployment Model

5-Year CAGR, 2019-2024

Value (USD M)

+8.4%
Private cloud
1

+12.2%
Public cloud1

-0.5%
Traditional IT

Public cloud includes infrastructure spend by hyperscalers
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Preparing for a Cloud-Ready Future
Enterprises will need to evaluate their application portfolios to see if
they need to be retired or modernized. This exercise should include
a cloud framework to aid in the IT organization’s decision making.
Which applications should stay in the public cloud, which in
private cloud, or which need to be interoperated across
different environments and architectures?

Hong Kong respondents on workload cloud decisions
Moving to public cloud
59%
41%

There is also a preference for a public cloud environment for next-generation
technologies such as mobile, analytics, email, and collaborative applications.
Interoperability of applications and seamless access of data between different cloud
environments is vital for a digital-enabled enterprise.

Remain non-cloud

61%

34%
20% 19%

CRM/Customer
management
applications

Finance and HR
applications

Email/
Collaborative
applications

19%

14%

9%

Core business
applications
(transactional apps
core to business
operations)

57%

51%

37%

24%

13%

According to IDC’s research, Hong Kong enterprises tend to retire applications in
traditional IT and build new applications in both private and public cloud environments.
Their decision to adopt private cloud for modernizing core business, finance, and HR
applications as well as CRM and infrastructure management applications is due to
security concerns around highly sensitive data and mission-critical workloads.
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54%
34%

29%

Workloads determine cloud type

While the goal of achieving consistent hybrid cloud
implementations is still elusive for most enterprises,
private clouds often act as a stepping stone and an
anchor point in a hybrid cloud journey. Hybrid cloud
converges public and private cloud platforms to enable
data and applications to move between two different
environments seamlessly as needed.

Moving to private cloud

Next Generation
apps including
mobile/analytics etc

24%

Infrastructure
management
and security
applications

Source: IDC Asia/Pacific Enterprise Infrastructure and Datacenter Survey

As the dynamics and criticality of workloads change over the course
of time, enterprises are expected to adjust their decisions around
workloads and between public and private cloud environments
accordingly. Partnering with a vendor that has the right skills and
solutions ensure the success of one’s hybrid cloud journey.

Self-discovery questions
Can your current IT
infrastructure environment
run at scale?

Are you looking for
better cost efficiency
and business reliability
from your mission-critical
applications?

Is reliability an issue when
trying to accelerate your
cloud migration and
implementation?

Do you have
confidence in your current
infrastructure to support your
expanding digital business
requirements?

Are you looking for greater
flexibility to scale your
storage needs as and when
the business demands?

Are security concerns
impacting IT service delivery
expectations across the
enterprise?

This IDC InfoBrief was produced by IDC Asia/Pacific Custom Solutions. Copyright IDC 2020. Any IDC information or reference to IDC that is to be
used in advertising, press releases, or promotional materials requires prior written approval from IDC. Email: AP_Permissions@idc.com
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Message from IBM

Storage Made Simple
The Hong Kong All Flash Array (AFA) storage market grew
by 21% year on year in 2019, in which high-end AFA grew
43% year on year, the strongest growth compared to
midrange AFA. IBM is number 1 in the Hong Kong
high-end AFA revenue market for two consecutive years since
2018. Besides FSI, IBM Storage has also established footprint in
government, telecommunication and retail sectors.

Performance & Efficiency

Built for the Future

Multicloud Enabled

Resilient

Unparallel latency
Ready for modern containerized AI workloads
Continuous uptime and availability

Cost-effective business continuity
Extensive support of Red Hat OpenShift and
Container Storage Interface (CSI)
Pretested blueprints for multicloud
deployments

Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly Enterprise Storage
Systems Tracker Q4 2019, March 2020 release.

Entry
Single client
experience

FlashSystem 5010
FlashSystem 5030

Midrange

Quick nondisruptive migration from over 500 other storage systems
Mobility between on-premises and cloud for disaster recovery
Easily utilize data sets, and orchestration for data mobility

99.9999% availability
Cyber resiliency
Integrated with modern data protection solutions
IBM FlashWatch guarantees – for peace of mind

High-End

FlashSystem 5100

Cloud
FlashSystem
9200R

FlashSystem 9200

FlashSystem 7200

Performance & Scalability

End-to-End NVMe with FCMs
Innovation
Complexity
Cost

Data protection made simple with
Operations made simple with
Storage made simple with
Leadership in all-flash arrays at each price and performance target

Drive down costs and accelerate business applications

